


Contracting References



Rexam

We have been a partner firm to Rexam since 
2001 undertaking their electrical contract
works in:
- Spain
- Egypt
- Turkey



Eczacıbaşı Esan Balya

Design, construction, installation and
commissioning of MCC panels, 
PLC/SCADA/HMI software, instruments, and
field equipment at lead-zinc floatation plant
of Eczacıbaşı.



Pump station for irrigation
Al Wafa, SYRIA

All electrical and instrumental installations
providing flow regulated automatic control with
equal ageing.

DSİ Pump Station for Drinking Water
Mardin,Turkey

Automation of the Mardin city water conveying &
transmission pipeline (100km)

Water conveying line monitoring over Scada: PLC panels
design, procurement, field installation, commissioning and
system integration (*DSI project)
*DSI (Turkish Water Authority)



WWTP Construction
ISKI Pasabahce, Istanbul

Many examples can be given on WWTP 
applications. Istanbul Pasabahce is the most

capable waste water treatment plant and deep
sea discharge with its 2 millions people capacity



Çerkezköy industrial zone – WWTP

Integration to one single Scada center of 
existing old and expansion with new plant:
•All electrification & panel design and
assembly of new plant
•Revision and assembly of PLC panels of old
plant
•Commissioning and integration of both plants
into one single control & monitoring center



WWTP Construction
Gorna , Bulgaria

Oriahovitza city’s WWTP;

- MV, LV, MCC, PLC panels
- automation and scada system integration
- Electrical Systems integration



Water TP, Sivas, Turkey

All automation and electrification works of WTP

Water TP, Çorum, Turkey

All automation and electrification works of WTP

Water TP, Sarıkız

All automation and electrification works of WTP

Water TP, Malatya, Turkey

All automation and electrification works of WTP



Pump Station, İkitelli, Turkey

All automation and electrification works of station

Havza WWTP, Samsun, Turkey

All automation and electrification works of WWTP

Pump Station, Sazlıdere, Turkey

All automation and electrification works of station

Sanayi WWTP, Samsun, Turkey

All automation and electrification works of WWTP



Water Conveying Line
Abu Ziyyan /Libya

ABU ZIYYAN - AR RUHAYBAT water conveying 
line;  supply of MV/LV kiosks including 
transformer, cubicle and LV panels, 
manufacture of MCC and PLC panels, 
automation and SCADA system integration, 
field cabling including power and F/O data 
cables, lighting and earthing works



-Kemalpaşa Plant; 
Supply of MV cubicles, 
manufacture of LV main 
distribution and MCC, PLC, lighting 
panels, supply of LV and MV 
cables and trays, complete field 
installation including earthing and 
fire alarm

Calcium Process Facility
Omya Madencilik, Izmir



Float Glass Manufacturing Plant
Trakya  Glass, Ankara

Complete new plant
Scope:
-MV cubicles (Design & procurement)
-LV panels (Design, manufacturing & 
procurement)
-complete field installation including MV, LV 
power and automation
- Scada system for power monitoring and 
optimisation



Float Glass Manufacturing Plant
Trakya Glass EAD, Bulgaria

-Complete new plant

Scope:
-MV cubicles (Design & procurement)
-LV panels (Design, manufacturing & 
procurement)
-Complete field installation with MV, LV power
and automation



Tableware Manufacturing Factory
Trakya Glass EAD Bulgaria

New Paşabahçe tableware manufacturing
factory (complete new plant)

Scope:
-MV cubicles (Design & procurement)
-LV panels (Design, manufacturing & 
procurement)
-Complete field installation with MV, LV power
and automation



Caisson Immersion
Osmangazi Bridge, İzmit

Although the contracting group appears to 
undertake projects only in certain sectors, it 
can optionally provide other solutions. 

In the scope of the work you may see in this 
page, automation and electrical works related 
to caisson immersion were undertaken and 
completed successfully.



Trakya Glass Frosted Glass Facility
Mersin, Turkey

Zenit Gold Mining&Processing Facility
Balıkesir, Turkey



Trakya Glass Energy Glass Facility
Mersin, Turkey



MIP International Port INC. 
Mersin, Turkey

We can also state with this project that the
contracting group can work in other fields.

MIP International Port was completed within
time and without any non-conformity. The
project scope included all Electrical aspects
including automation and Scada systems.

32 pcs. of MV switchgears, 11 pcs. of 
transformers, 2 pcs. of 2250kVA generators, 25 
pcs. of LV panels and more than 90000m of 
cables were installed.



Akçalar WWTP of BUSKI
Bursa, Turkey

- Design, engineering, procurement, installation and supervision
of all electrical works including automation and Scada system.

- More than 1500 meters of cable ducts
- More than 17000 meters of cables including power, data, and

instrument cables
- 29 pcs. of LV drives with various power values from 1.1 kW to

22 kW
- 19pcs. of panels including MCC, PLC, DP, RIO and compensation

panels
- 4 pcs. of MV switchgears, 1 pc. of transformers (630 kVA)
- Auxiliary systems like e-stop, fire alarm, lighting, etc.

were implemented in the scope of this project.



Küçükkumla WWTP of BUSKI
Bursa, Turkey

- Design, engineering, procurement, installation and supervision
of all electrical works including automation and Scada system.

- More than 1250 meters of cable ducts
- More than 15000 meters of cables including power, data, and

instrument cables
- 16 pcs. of LV drives with various power values from 1.1 kW to

22kW
- 18pcs. of panels including MCC, PLC, DP, RIO and compensation

panels
- 3 pcs. of MV switchgears, 1 pc. of transformers (630 kVA)

Auxiliary systems like e-stop, fire alarm, lighting, etc.
were implemented in the scope of this project.



Nilüfer WWTP of BUSKI
Bursa, Turkey

- Design, engineering, procurement, installation and supervision
of all electrical works including automation and Scada system.

- More than 2000 meters of cable ducts
- More than 27000 meters of cables including power, data, and

instrument cables
- 40 pcs. of LV drives with various power values from 1.1kW to

55kW
- 31 pcs.of panels including MCC, PLC, DP, RIO and compensation

panels
- 3 pcs. of MV switchgears, 1 pc. of transformers (1250 kVA)
- Auxiliary systems like e-stop, fire alarm, lighting, etc.

were implemented in the scope of this project.



Calcium Process Facility of OMYA
Esfahan, Iran

- Design, engineering, procurement, installation and supervision
of all electrical works including automation and Scada system.

- More than 2500 meters of cable ducts
- More than 22000 meters of cables including power, data, and

instrument cables
- 22 pcs. of LV drives with various power values from 7.5kW to

2MW
- 16 pcs. of panels including MCC, PLC, DP, RIO and

compensation panels
- LV bus duct systems
- 6 pcs. of MV switchgears, 3 pcs. of transformers (2 x 3,15MVA +

1 x 2MVA)
- Auxiliary systems like e-stop, fire alarm, lighting, etc.

were implemented in the scope of this project.



Pump Station of DSI
Kyrenia, Cyprus

- Mission-critical facility, providing irrigation water to whole
country

- Design, engineering, procurement, installation and supervision
of all electrical works including automation and Scada system

- RF communication support + solar energy backup for RF system
- More than 1000 meters of cable ducts
- More than 20000 meters of cables including power, data, and

instrument cables
- 6 pcs. of 1750 KVA MV drives for 6 pcs. of water pumps
- 15 pcs. of MV switchgears, 2 pcs. of transformers (5 MVA)
- 2 MV compensation panels, one for each transformer.
- 6 pcs. of LV panels including MDP, MCC, PLC, and RIO panels

were implemented in the scope of this project.



WWTP of EMIT
Zugdidi, Georgia



WWTP of EMIT
Poti, Georgia



Çelsantaş Haddehane
Karabuk, Turkey


